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Introduction on “What Happened in Chile?”
For a very long time, many have been talking about the amazing economic performance in Chile
following the economic reforms. In recent months, however, there has been a big change—a
reversal. And people are asking, what happened, why, and what can be done? These questions
are paramount to the “taking ideas into action” theme of this Mont Pelerin Society meeting.
These questions and others are addressed in this session by Axel Kaiser, Executive Director of
the Foundation for Progress in Chile; Ernesto Silva, Former President of the Independent
Democratic Union Party in Chile; and Arnold Harberger, professor at Chicago and UCLA, one
of the famous Chicago Boys, affectionately called Alito, who helped bring reforms to Chile.
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Presentation on “What Happened in Chile?”
Arnold Harberger
Well, first of all, I want to thank Axel Kaiser and Ernesto Silva who have set the stage extremely
well for any remarks that I might make. I would like to start with the precipitating factor, which
is the bombing of many metro stations simultaneously. That, as Axel said, is something that did
not happen by the spontaneous actions of unhappy liberal students. This was something
organized and planned and financed and supplied from somewhere. And I think in Chile it is
utterly essential that those people who actually did that be identified, found, tried, and
imprisoned. And that is one side of the story.
Now, how? And Axel tells me it was a couple weeks later that this rioting took place. Whatever
spurred that? Who was involved with that? It was far too many people to have been organized by
the cabal that bombed the subway stations. And I think all of us were taken aback by learning
about that and what had happened. One of my former students said, “You know, some of those
rioters were sons of students of mine.” And that bothered me. What are their gripes, I think?
People have different problems, but one key feature is that real standards of living have gone up
a lot. And certain kinds of benefits, certain kinds of things have not gone up as much, maybe
have not gone up at all. Let’s suppose that in the United States, our social security system had
provided the benefits today per family that it provided when Social Security started and I was a
kid in the 1930s? People would have been very happy with that in the 1930s, but by today they
would be wanting to demonstrate against the level of poverty to which this condemned them.
And you can’t say there’s any fault in that. Every system should be fully indexed, or something
like that. This is just a factual fallout of a country that has had enormous growth and there were
some areas where it lagged behind. Recipients of old, traditional social security come into this
play and the newer system, which we all like, of individual accounts, there are some people in
the individual account system that feel very unhappy. And they tend to be the people who went
in and out of the labor force over the years, that weren’t contributing all the time. So when they
weren’t contributing, they weren’t getting. And we can tell them, “Look, you’re getting the same
rate of return” or something like that. But that doesn’t help their dinner table. So there’s that kind
of a problem.
Then, there’s another kind of a problem, that somewhere along the line I was told actually it took
place in the socialist government, that it became easy for for-profit universities to start. And
some of these for-profit universities were like our University of Phoenix and ITT. I hope some of
you know the scandal of that, that these are universities that provide a D- or F+ education and
charge an A- or B+ tuition, most of which is paid by the government. But people who come out
of that kind of inferior educational system can’t get jobs, and they have every good reason to feel
they have been put upon. So, they have to be part of the story. So, all of that is there.
Yet, there is also an element that has been called attention in a paper that was sent to me, about
the sort of elitism in Chilean society. And I have my own little private story to tell. With the
Chicago program with Catholic University didn’t come at our initiative or at the head of Catholic
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University. It came at the initiative of the director of what is now US foreign aid in Chile. He had
been visited by our chairman, TW Schultz, a very great economist. They had had a long dinner,
and Schultz had been expounding on his views about Chile, Latin America, etc. And Patterson,
who was this head guy, was just blown away. He said, “This is the kind of economics that this
country needs.” So he wrote letters to the University of Chile and the Universidad Catolica, and
at the University of Chile there was a big deanship fight going on, and so the letter remained
unopened on the desk of the absent dean, and the Catholic University responded the next day to
the effect that it was just delighted. And we four of us, T.W. Schultz, Earl Hamilton, Simon
Rottenberg, and myself went down as a committee of Chicago people to examine, see if it was
worthwhile for us and under what terms to enter into this arrangement with the Catholic
University. And we did. Well, in the course of our ten day or so stay there, we were taken to
factories, to dams, to the coast, to ports, to this to that and many times we had lunch in what is
called their Union Club, right next to the stock market in the center of town. And I, being very
proud all the time of how people have risen from Abraham Lincoln to the current generation –
no, no, the current president doesn’t fit into this category, but certainly Clinton, Reagan, came
out of the bottom of society. And I’m so proud that my country was able to do that. So here I am
at the Union Club, and we’re talking about the farm workers, so-called inquilinos. And I ask,
how many inquilinos, how many children of inquilinos, are members of this club? Well, it would
be no surprise if every single member of the club sitting around that table fell so far back in his
chair that it fell on the floor. Just utterly unthinkable! 1955. July.
So, I am an impish person at heart, and I happened to be invited to the Union Club around 2005.
And so what did I say? I’m going to try it again. I tried it again. Same result. Not an iota of
difference in 50 years. And I say, “That is an unfortunate situation.” If you don’t want to call it a
problem, don’t call it a problem. It is an unfortunate situation that a country that is so vital and so
much growth and so much dynamism should be in that kind of a situation. And I think that as we
proceed, more serious effort has to be made to integrate people coming from lower down in the
hierarchy. Chile is wonderful at integrating immigrants from Europe. We have had Chilean
presidents who were children of immigrants from Europe who came penniless. So, it isn’t that
Chile doesn’t know how to integrate. But there is kind of a… perhaps racial type perhaps
traditional type distinction that really holds down people at the bottom.
And another story that I myself, that my students are largely from the top tiers of Chilean
society, and I’ve always found them to be very open, very humane, very generous, very having a
depth of spirit that I like very much. One of them, Miguel Costa, organized the whole program
for emphasis on alleviating extreme poverty in the early days of the military government.
They’re okay. But I get news from people who are on boards of directors in Chile, that the
average board of directors will just laugh if somebody mentions adding a woman to the board of
directors, for example. They make jokes about it. So, there are that kind of problems in the
situation.
So, I keep my fingers crossed. I am hopeful for the future of Chile. I’m still extremely puzzled
by what has happened, and I hope and pray that they find a good way out.
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